
ABSTRACT

ProteinChip® technology, a suite of analytical tools that includes reten-
tate chromatography, on-chip protein characterization, and multivariate
analysis, allows researchers to examine patterns of protein expression and
modification. Based on the surface enhanced laser desorption/ionization
time-of-flight mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF-MS) approach (17), Pro-
teinChip technology has been pioneered by researchers at Ciphergen Biosys-
tems (Fremont, CA, USA), as well as by users of Ciphergen’s commercial
embodiment of this technology, the ProteinChip Biomarker System. This re-
port will begin with a background of the technology and describe its appli-
cations in clinical proteomics and will then conclude with a discussion of
tools and strategies to mine the large amounts of data generated during the
course of a typical clinical proteomics study.

TECHNOLOGY BACKGROUND

Because biological systems possess a large dynamic range of
protein expression, proteomics techniques generally consist of
one or more up-front sample fractionation procedures to simpli-
fy the proteome into sub-proteomes, followed by a detection
methodology with adequate sensitivity to scan the sub-pro-
teomes. Using ProteinChip technology, sample fractionation is
accomplished by retentate chromatography while detection is
accomplished by SELDI-TOF-MS. Retentate chromatography
is performed on ProteinChip Arrays with varying chromato-
graphic properties, e.g., anion exchange, cation exchange, metal
affinity, and reverse phase. By utilizing arrays with differing sur-
face chemistries in parallel and in series, a complex mixture of
proteins, as from cells or body fluids, can be resolved into sub-
sets of proteins with common properties. After the arrays are
washed to remove weakly bound proteins, a solution containing
an energy-absorbing molecule (often referred to as matrix) is
added and allowed to crystallize, embedding the retained pro-
teins. After crystallization, features within these arrays are read
in a ProteinChip Reader. Once a peak of interest has been de-
tected, the analyte can be enriched or purified for further analy-
sis, which is accomplished through a combination of column
and on-chip purification strategies. Once a protein is sufficient-

ly purified, it is digested with proteolytic enzymes, and subse-
quent analysis of the peptide patterns by single mass spectro-
metric means can yield important identification information,
such as protein identification by peptide mass fingerprinting.
Alternatively, protein mixtures upon these arrays may be studied
by combining on-chip chemical (26) or enzymatic (17) diges-
tion with tandem mass spectrometry to identify proteins using
database-correlation approaches. In addition, the platform can
be used to identify proteins purified from one-dimensional (1-
D) or 2-D gels (for an example, see Reference 25). This article
discusses strategies for protein profiling using ProteinChip tech-
nology. Various applications of SELDI-TOF-MS have been de-
scribed in several reviews (9,10,17) while more technical infor-
mation can be found in Reference 27.

CLINICAL PROTEOMICS

Clinical proteomics aims to scan the realm of expressed pro-
teins to identify biomarkers that can answer specific clinical
questions. The most obvious are markers that can be used for
diagnosis or prognosis. Another important issue that clinical
proteomics promises to help resolve includes the ability to pre-
dict a patient’s response to a specific drug. Clinical proteomics
also has utility outside of the doctor’s office. For example, diag-
nostic markers can themselves be candidates for drug targets.
Pharmaceutical companies pursue clinical proteomics to identi-
fy markers that predict toxicity of candidate drugs. 

The most straightforward approach to clinical proteomics be-
gins with protein profiling or protein differential display studies,
in which protein expression in normal samples is compared with
that in perturbed samples. Examples of perturbation can be a dis-
ease state or treatment with a candidate drug. Physiological flu-
ids, tissue homogenates, or cell lysates from disease and control
samples are processed on the same types of array surfaces, and the
arrays read under the same data collection conditions. The
premise of this approach is to establish composite fingerprint pro-
files of both disease and non-disease states from a series of train-
ing samples, and then to use these profiles to make a diagnosis on
actual unknown patient samples. Biomarker identification is not
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strictly required for diagnostic purposes but is required for insight
into the underlying biology as well as to assess the use of the bio-
marker as a drug target. Methods by which one determines
whether a peak satisfies statistical requirements for a biomarker
will be discussed in greater detail below. Biomarker discovery ef-
forts have been performed in a variety of diseases including infec-
tious and inflammatory diseases, neuropsychiatry, cardiovascular
disease, and cancer, and details and results of some of these profil-
ing studies can be found elsewhere (10,13,15,23,24).

The typical clinical proteomics study we perform in Cipher-
gen’s Biomarker Centers begins with a discovery phase, in which
assay conditions are tested on a relatively small number of sam-
ples. The number of samples and types of samples are perhaps
the most important parameters that determine the success of a
project. Usually we profile at least 30 samples in each classifica-
tion group (e.g., disease versus healthy or treated versus untreat-
ed). This number of samples is usually enough to give us >90%
statistical confidence in single markers with P values < .01 and
is also enough to allow us to use some forms of multivariate
analysis. The samples themselves are another critical parameter.
Because this sample set size is relatively small, inherent biologi-
cal variability always threatens the ability to conclude that dif-
ferences seen are consequences specific to the disturbance under
study. Therefore, it is imperative that the study include well-
chosen samples (e.g., patients of the same age group or all of a
single sex) and, equally important, appropriately chosen con-
trols. Naturally, in vitro studies show less variability than do an-
imal studies, which in turn show less variability than human
studies. No matter the source of samples, all should have been
handled identically, and care should have been taken to mini-
mize the number of freeze-thaw cycles.

Once the samples are procured, they can be processed direct-
ly on the arrays with minimal preparation. However, when there
is adequate material (for serum, 20 µL of volume), we typically
perform some form of fractionation prior to any ProteinChip
Array binding procedure. From our experience, this fractiona-
tion step significantly increases the number of peaks visualized
and therefore increases the likelihood that biomarkers will be
found (Figure 1). For serum, we use anion exchange fractiona-
tion, while for cells or tissues we often perform subcellular frac-
tionation. Specific applications might make other types of frac-
tionation worthwhile. For example, if one is specifically
interested in assaying calcium-binding proteins, immobilized
metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) fractionation should be
performed. Following fractionation, each fraction is profiled un-
der a series of ProteinChip Array assay conditions, which can in-
clude different permutations of array surface chemistries, choice
of energy absorbing molecules, and laser energies. Consequent-
ly, each sample in the study generates multiple spectra and
therefore data analysis and reduction must be manageable while
taking advantage of the plethora of information made available.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Analysis of ProteinChip data consists of several pre-process-
ing and post-processing steps. We define pre-processing as ma-
nipulations required to organize the data, such as mass calibra-
tion and intensity normalization. Post-processing consists of

using analytical tools so that one can draw conclusions regard-
ing the data. These steps are similar in many ways to those used
to process DNA microarray images. For example, similar to ex-
tracting the gene expression levels from each spot in a DNA mi-
croarray (i.e., “feature extraction”) (7,14,21), we must process
the mass spectra in a way that is conducive to such downstream
multidimensional methods such as clustering and classification.
With this goal in mind, the following paragraphs outline the
analysis procedure we employ during the course of a protein ex-
pression profiling experiment.

Analogies to DNA Microarrays

The spectrum acquired from a unique sample run on a sin-
gle ProteinChip “spot” is analogous to the image acquired from
the hybridization of a unique sample on an entire DNA mi-
croarray. Just as multiple DNA microarrays may be necessary to
profile the entire genome, multiple combinations of sample
fraction and ProteinChip Array surface type may be necessary to
sufficiently profile the proteome. For ease of discussion, we will
consider the case of profiling based on just one combination of
fraction and surface type in the following section. There are two
basic types of DNA arrays—the Affymetrix GeneChip®, and
the class of spotted microarrays including cDNA, in situ synthe-
sized, or whole oligonucleotide arrays. Because we do not have
the equivalent of a two-dye competitive hybridization as de-
scribed in Reference 12, we are more similar to the GeneChip
platform and deal with peak intensities, not in ratios or log ra-
tios thereof. Perhaps the most obvious difference is the form of
the raw data. While the DNA microarrays have position-depen-
dent sequence-specific binding, the binding to ProteinChip
spots used for general profiling is specific only to entire classes
of proteins that share physical or chemical properties which cre-
ate an affinity for a given ProteinChip Array surface. (Single
antigen-specific antibody-coated array applications are available
as well on the ProteinChip technology platform, but are not the
focus of this paper; for examples of those applications, see Refer-
ences 1, 6, and 28). Consequently, mass spectra can contain
hundreds of protein expression levels encoded in their peaks.

Processing the Raw Spectra (Pre-Processing)

There are a few steps in processing the mass spectra that can be
done in isolation on a per-spectrum basis. The first is mass cali-
bration, or the conversion of the raw time of flight (TOF) data to
molecular weight (MW). Typically this process involves acquiring
a spectrum from a standard with at least 5 proteins or peptides of
various MWs, spanning the MW range of interest if possible. A
quadratic equation relating the TOF to MW is then fit to the
TOF values of the standard peaks in this spectrum. The equation
generated by this process can then be used on mass spectra that
are collected under the same instrument conditions, including
laser intensity, approximate date, and focusing mass or time lag. 

The second processing step that can be performed on a spec-
trum in isolation is baseline subtraction, which eliminates any
baseline signal caused mostly by chemical noise from matrix
molecules, similar to background subtraction in microarrays.
Like typical microarray background subtraction that subtracts
some estimate of the local or global background isolated from
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the array of features, our goal is to eliminate a baseline signal es-
timated without the contamination of true protein or peptide
peaks. We employ a varying-width segmented convex hull algo-
rithm to subtract the baseline; in essence, it is the equivalent of
local background subtraction. The result is a spectrum with a
baseline signal hovering slightly above zero with protein peaks
maintaining their true intensity as in Figure 2, a and b.

Finally, peak detection is of course a key component in identi-
fying and quantifying protein peaks in the mass spectra. The peak
detection algorithm we employ identifies areas of the mass spec-
trum as peaks by comparing the signal to a neighboring valley
depth calculation. As the signal rises out of the valley and descends
back into it, that area of the spectrum is identified as a peak. A
centroid algorithm is then used to find the apex of this area. Peak
intensity is used to represent the relative quantity of protein ex-
pressed in the sample. The peak area calculation contains more
uncertainty since it is not always possible to deconvolute the single
peak of interest from the area of spectrum that may be contami-
nated by other peaks in the vicinity of the MW of interest.

Signal-to-noise can then be calculated for each peak and
used as a filter in further processing. Noise is calculated locally
based on the standard deviation from a linear regression of the
signal around the point of interest. By using only a fraction of
the lower intensity data points, this method filters out contam-
inating signal due to other peaks to prevent any skew in the
noise calculation.

Multi-Spectra Processing

While we do not have the equivalent (or luxury) of dye nor-
malization as in two-dye competitively hybridized microarrays,
we do have a problem similar to inter-array normalization, or, in
our case, inter-spectrum normalization (30). Normalization is
essential to eliminate any systematic effects between samples due
to varying amounts of protein or degradation over time in the
sample or variation in the instrument detector sensitivity. We
currently advocate a normalization method using the total ion
current, or “total area under the curve.” In employing this
method, we assume that on average, the number of proteins that
are being overexpressed is approximately equal to the number of
proteins being underexpressed and that the number of proteins
whose expression levels change is few relative to the total num-
ber of proteins bound to the ProteinChip Array surface. The to-
tal ion current is calculated and divided by the number of points
over which it was calculated, thus resulting in an average ion cur-
rent. After an overall average of the ion current is calculated
across all the spectra in the study, each spectrum is simply multi-
plied by a constant factor, which is equal to the overall average
ion current divided by the average ion current for that spectrum.
Internal studies on replicates of the same sample run on a num-
ber of spots of the same ProteinChip Array surface type have
shown improvements in the coefficient of variation (CV) on the
order of 15%–20%. 
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Figure 1. Fractionation increases the number of peaks visualized. Liver lysate was applied directly to a weak cation exchange ProteinChip Array (top spectrum) or
fractionated on an anion exchange column and fractions taken in a stepwise pH gradient and each fraction applied to the weak cation exchange array (bottom four
spectra). Several peaks are obviously seen in the fractionated material that are not evident in the unfractionated material.



It is a natural inclination to add control peptides or proteins
to aid in normalization. While easily done with microarrays
where spiking in a control gene does not affect the gene expres-
sion log ratios of the experimental genes (although one would
not necessarily use spiked-in controls for normalization), spik-
ing of calibration standards in ProteinChip experiments does
have an effect on the resulting spectra due to a number of fac-
tors, including ion suppression, competition for surface bind-
ing, and the introduction of calibrant signal in the resulting
spectra that must be deconvoluted. 

Quantifying gene expression information from microarrays
is primarily an image-processing problem and is straightforward
in the sense that each gene of interest is located at a specific lo-
cation in a regular grid of small spots or rectangles. Extracting
this information from the ProteinChip data is more involved
since we do not know a priori which proteins will be captured
on a particular surface type from a particular sample type. How-
ever, for a group of spectra comprising a profiling study, we can
leverage the information across all the spectra to find the union
of all possible proteins peaks in the study, as shown in Figure 2c.

This process involves a number of different steps. The first is
to perform an initial pass of peak detection for each spectrum. For
studies containing spectra from different samples, this step in-
evitably will find a different set of protein peaks per spectrum.

The second step groups peaks of similar molecular weight across
all the spectra together into peak clusters while allowing for slight
variations in mass. Each cluster therefore represents a particular
protein. The peaks used to generate these clusters must meet a
minimum signal-to-noise ratio. At this point, each cluster will be
incomplete. For example, if a population containing normal and
cancer samples are contained in the study, a cancer marker may be
expressed in only a sub-population of the spectra. Thus, the clus-
ter created by this marker will have representation from the sub-
group, but not from the other spectra without the marker.

The remaining missing peak intensity values in each cluster
must now be filled in. In order to complete these clusters, a sec-
ond, less stringent signal-to-noise ratio threshold is used to al-
low additional peaks to fill in the clusters. By lowering the sig-
nal-to-noise threshold, peaks that may have missed the cutoff
used when forming the clusters may be included in this step. For
spectra that do not have membership in a particular cluster, if a
peak is found within the mass window of that cluster, it will be
added to that cluster. After this second pass peak detection, if a
cluster is still not complete, the peak intensity will be estimated
by using the intensity at the average molecular weight of the ex-
isting members in the cluster. 

At this point, we have reached our goal of quantifying the ex-
pression level for each protein present in our population of sam-
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Figure 2. ProteinChip data processing steps. (A) An unprocessed spectrum showing where the baseline lies. (B) After baseline subtraction and calibration, spectra can be
grouped for further analysis. (C) Once spectra of similar experimental conditions (same fraction, same surface type) are grouped, they can be normalized and peaks can be
detected using an iterative scheme. (D) We use log plots and box-and-whisker plots to view the protein expression data in order to help identify potential biomarkers.
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Figure 3. Classification tree example. (A) Each node (blue square) is a decision point. Each sample is sifted down the tree based on how it answers the question in each
node. For example, the first node asks the question, “Does peak at molecular weight 15 153 Da have a peak intensity < 5.169?” If the answer is yes, the sample goes to
the left to node 2, otherwise it goes to the right to terminal node 3. Terminal nodes are stopping points and the majority of samples determine the classification of each
terminal node. In terminal node 3, there is one control and 12 treated samples; the control is misclassified and the treated samples are classified correctly. Sensitivity is
calculated as the ratio of the number of correctly classified treated samples to the total number of treated samples. Similarly, specificity is calculated as the ratio of the
number of control samples to the total number of controls. (B) How the rules in the classification tree manifest themselves in the raw data. In this subset of six spectra
from the study used to generate the tree in panel A, we can see how the classification tree uses the peak intensities to classify each sample.



ples in our study. From here, we can apply practically all the
tools used in analyzing gene expression data.

POST-PROCESSING I: FINDING SINGLE BIOMARKERS

Finding single genes or proteins responsible for differentiating
disease vs. normal or treated vs. untreated is a natural first step in
analyzing expression data (16). We use standard non-parametric
statistical methods since we cannot assume that our peak intensi-
ty data conforms to a normal distribution and we oftentimes have
a small sample size. These methods include the Mann-Whitney,
the non-parametric equivalent of the Student’s t test, and the
Kruskal-Wallis, the non-parametric equivalent of ANOVA
(analysis of variance), thus eliminating any assumption on the
distribution of the peak intensity data (22). Essentially, these
non-parametric tests sort the peak intensities and their corre-
sponding ranks are used in the P value calculation. The P value
results of these tests help to identify potential markers in con-
junction with data visualization tools. Just as it is not practical to
rely on views of microarray images once a large number is
amassed in a single study, it is not always practical to view a large
number of mass spectra. We instead rely on box-and-whisker
plots and scatter plots both in log and linear scales as in Figure 2d.

These statistical tests simply give an indication of group
mean differences, which may not always be helpful if we have a
very large spread in the distributions of our data. Simply in-
creasing the sample size can improve our P values while discrim-
ination between groups may remain poor (20). This is especially
important when attempting to use the biomarker in a diagnostic
assay. Furthermore, we may not find single biomarkers with ac-
ceptable P values. At this point, we turn to other analytical
methods that are both multivariate in nature and lend them-
selves towards developing a clinical assay.

POST-PROCESSING II: MULTI-DIMENSIONAL
ANALYSIS

There are a number of different analysis tools that identify
and use multivariate patterns in the expression profile data for
the purposes of identifying groupings and/or classifying group-
ings. These methods can generally be lumped into one of two
categories—unsupervised learning in the form of cluster analysis,
or supervised learning in the form of classification methods. A
number of these (only a fraction of existing literature is cited
here) have been applied to gene expression data including clus-
tering and visualization (4,8), self-organizing maps (11), and
support vector machines (19). Although evaluating the plethora
of methods to classify samples is an ongoing process, we have fo-
cused our attention on classification and regression tree-based
methods (5,29), embodied in Biomarker Patterns Software.
Similar to the way a doctor may make his or her diagnosis, “you
are over 50, have hot flashes, and your estrogen level is
low—therefore you are entering menopause,” the classification
tree creates similar rules based on peak intensity such as, “peak
intensity at 15153 Da < 5.169, and at 4400 Da > 12.283—
therefore this sample is treated.” Figure 3 shows a sample tree and
the spectral data underlying that tree. The algorithm in Biomark-

er Patterns Software examines each peak cluster present in the
spectra and assesses its quality as a classifier. In addition, for each
peak cluster that is determined to be a good classifier, Biomarker
Patterns Software determines the intensity value that serves as a
threshold above or below which a given classification is assigned.

A number of characteristics of classification trees make it an
attractive tool for protein expression studies. The model is easy
to interpret compared to “black-box” classifiers such as neural
networks and nearest neighbor classifiers. The protein peaks
used in the model are easily attainable by examination of the
rules, and these rules are easily validated by examination of the
spectra. This openness of the tree-based model is an attractive
feature for researchers wanting both a diagnostic assay as well as
potential therapeutic targets. In addition, classification trees can
sift through all the input variables and select the subset to use in
the tree. As such, it alleviates some of the burden of performing
feature selection up front. However, it is always a challenge to
perform feature selection in conjunction with any classifier, even
in conjunction with classification and regression trees, and re-
mains a topic of keen interest (3,18). In general, we strive to
limit the number of input features to the number of samples in
the dataset. Another feature of this software is that model build-
ing can be automated through the use of scripts written in vir-
tually any language (C/C++, Per1, etc.).

Obviously, there will never be one method for classification
that works best for all data sets, so we will continue to leverage
the ongoing research in computational biology in the gene ex-
pression community as well as to investigate methods for better
feature selection and protein expression data visualization. In ad-
dition, we continue our efforts towards better data management
(2) by building database structures that handle the thousands of
spectra generated in these clinical proteomics applications.

CONCLUSIONS

ProteinChip technology is a powerful tool for clinical pro-
teomics that enables the rapid scanning of clinical samples to find
diagnostic biomarkers. Like other genomic and proteomic tech-
nologies, this platform generates large amounts of data and the
challenge is to sift through that data to find meaning. Informatic
tools have been implemented to facilitate that process and addi-
tional informatics tools are being developed to further improve
the workflow and mine additional, valuable biomarkers and bio-
marker patterns in SELDI-TOF-MS protein expression profiles.
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